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Executive Summary 

 

This deliverable focuses on the smart manufacturing Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of the DISRUPT 

modules and platform considering CRF and ARCELIK demonstration cases and presents the evaluation 
results of DISRUPT system on the business impact. The main target of D5.3 is to define how to collect 

data sets from shop floor, the clarification of the relation between KPIs and the data sets, the impact 

analysis of the current KPIs described in Task 5.3. This document describes the evaluation of the 
demonstrations. 

 

The deliverable D5.3 starts with an introduction that describes the objective of this deliverable, and the 

validation and assessment approach. 

 

The next chapter describes KPI lists and its calculation methods for the measurement of business goals 

for ARCELIK use cases. At the beginning of this chapter, the data points are defined and then the 

process of data mapping is completed for the analysis of the current systems. The data mapping process 

is directly based on the relationship of  the data points and data sets received from the shop-floor. 

Then, the impact analysis which is important for the evaluation of DISRUPT system will be considered. 

The As-Is baseline results and the To-Be expected results based on KPIs are investigated in detailed in 

this chapter. Then, the potential business impact considering business expectations and the 

environmental impact of DISRUPT system are evaluated for ARCELIK use-cases. It ends with the overall 

recommendations for improvement and applicability of DISRUPT system in consumer electronics 

industry. 

 

The next chapter contains CRF use-case with the similar sub-chapters including KPI definition and 

calculation methods, KPI and Data relations and the impact analysis. 

 

The last chapter concludes with the outcome of the DISRUPT project with respect to ARCELIK and CRF 

industrial use-cases. The different test scenarios show that DISRUPT system can be used to fulfil most 

of the requirements as defined in the different industrial systems. Some more development will be 

required to improve DISRUPT system. 
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1 Introduction  

 Purpose and Scope  

This deliverable is based on the work carried out for Task 5.3 the Work Package of the DISRUPT Project. 

The role of WP5 is the validation and impact assessment of the results. The main objectives are to 

understand the results of the DISRUPT, to realize the deviation between existing status and to see how 

to align with business expectations. 

More specifically, the objectives of Task 5.3 are: 

• To get better understanding of the DISRUPT results based on predefined KPIs in previous 

deliverables.  

• To clarify the KPIs in detailed and how to calculate the KPIs in DISRUPT system. 

• To get better understanding of the difference with existing status (Reporting System – Data 

Collection – Existing KPIs results etc.) 

• To define the existing data structure of shop-floor and define the relation with KPIs. 

• To identify the business expectation based on the estimated values. 

 

In this deliverable, the business expectations and the status of the current systems are defined with 

the estimated values and the essential informations are provided by ARCELIK and CRF industrial 

partners.    

 Relation to other Work Packages 

1.2.1 Relation to other WP5 Tasks 

The deliverable 5.3 “Validation and impact assessment” is the output of Task 5.3 “Assessment and 

monitoring of manufacturing KPIs”, which is one of the three tasks defined in Work Package 5 

“Integration and Demonstration of the DISRUPTive reference platform”. This deliverable is interim 

version of D5.3. 

   

1.2.2 Relation to WP2 

There is a relationship between the tasks in WP5 and WP2 in the sense that the architecture of DISRUPT 

environment and the requirements specifications for all system components are identified in WP2. 

Whereas in WP5 the measurable KPIs for the industrial cases implemented in DISRUPT system are 

identified. Moreover, the output of D5.3 will feed into the task of T2.5 “Validation and Improvement of 

KPIs for the DISRUPT environment addressed in WP2.  

 

1.2.3 Relation to WP3 

There is a relationship between the tasks in WP5 and WP3 in the sense that the factory decision support 

toolkit for manufacturing use-cases taking into account KPIs and the calculation methods of KPIs will 

be provided in WP3. The output of T5.3 in WP5 will feed into the tasks of T3.4 “Decision Support 

Toolkit” and T3.5 “Decision Support Toolkit Experimentation and Impact Assesment” addressed in WP3. 
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2 Impact of DISRUPT in Arçelik case 

 

 KPI Calculation & Definition 

In this section, the most influential indicators are defined based on Arçelik industrial cases. The main 

problem of Arçelik industrial cases is capacity management. Each business cases are related to capacity 

optimization or capacity utilization issues. In that case, four main KPIs are included in this section. 

2.1.1 KPI Definition & Purpose 

In this part, four main KPIs are selected for definition and calculation phase. Capacity Level/Utilization 

Level is the main indicator for understanding of how to manage the production lines efficiently and this 

KPI is directly related to the business cases of Arçelik.  

 

The indicator of availability is the sub-factor for capacity utilisation and also the indicator of setup time 

is the sub-factor for availability calculation.  

 

Capacity Level/Utilization Level: A company possesses a definite set of resources at its disposal. 

This enables the company to produce a certain number of products or to provide a certain amount of 

services in the given specific time period. The ideal case of the maximum capability of the company is 

called manufacturing capacity. The challenge is that in reality this capacity cannot be fully used at all 

times. The fraction of this capacity (usually expressed in percentage) within a given time interval is 

called the capacity utilisation of the company.  

 

This KPI describes the current capacity - or utilisation level and supports decision making for product 

allocation. The main potential of improvements of Arçelik according to the Arçelik use-cases which are 

defined in previous deliverables is that the production team doesn't have the complete knowledge about 

the problem when a problem occurs in the production lines. Hence, the decision support tool is the 

major requirement for the development of an efficient production system. Capacity level or utilisation 

level is a key indicator for decision makers. 

 

Lead Time: A lead time is the most critical part of managing a manufacturing business or any business 

that involves waiting for supplies or products to arrive. Generally speaking a low lead time enables 

more flexibility to a company and hence faster response times to react on trends. On the contrary, a 

short lead time may increase the costs because of the overtime, expedited shipping costs, or other rush 

charges. This makes it difficult to decide whether shortening the lead time will increase the profitability 

or not, though it usually  increases the customer satisfaction. 

Lead time is a major parameter among the manufacturing KPIs to monitor the timeline of each product. 

If the lead time could be decreased per a day, the efficiency of the overall system will enhance and the 

aforementioned capacity level will be more stable and hence better predictable. 
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Setup Time: A setup time can be described as the required time for the whole setup process including 

specific machines, resources, workstations, processes, or a whole production line, in order to convert 

from a configuration to produce a certain piece of a good to a different configuration to produce a 

another piece of good. 

 

Setup time is a crucial parameter because it directly affects the availability of the production line. This 

paramerter hence indicates ifa  production system  have an agile structure or not. In case the setup 

time is in a range that it doesn’t affect the overall capability, it means that the production system has 

a sufficient agile structure and setup time is not influencing for the overall system.  

 

Availability: The percentage of actual uptime (in hours) of equipment relative to the total numbers of 

theoretical possible uptime (in hours). 

This parameter determines the current availability of the production system and hence indicate to the 

decision makers the type of machines that work efficiently and which are not. 

 

2.1.2 KPI Calculation Methods 

This section indicates possible calculations to create a consolidated KPI – like the aforementioned 

Capacity Level/Utilization Level, Lead Time, Setup Time and Availability – out of so-called “alpha-

indicators”. Alpha-indicators are compareable to the characters of the alphabet, that can be composed 

to words that express a certain meaning. Similarily, alpha-indicators are the smallest – hence unsplitable 

– indicators that are often populated with sensors, that compose – using mathematical formulas – a 

KPI that express a certain meaning.In contrast to the alphabet – which is used here as a metaphor – 

the sensors and alpha-indictors at a modern manufacturer is continuesly changing, in case new sensors 

are added, better measurement methods are available or new forms of indicators need to be introduced. 

Hence, the following section introduces the current approach to calculate KPIs, but there is the 

expectation that thanks to advanced DISRUPT systems like the enhancements on the Cyber Physical 

System, the features of the data bus or Complex Event Processing as well as the consideration of both  

the actual value that is measured and the simulated foresighted once new alpha indicators will be 

available and hence new forms of combinations.  

Hence, the following paragraphs indicate the current way of calculating the KPIs, which is seen as a 

requirement specification for KPI calculation algorithms, knowing that DISRUPT components may 

improve the current calculation. 

 

Capacity Level/Utilization Level: The formula to calculate the capacity level/utilization level is 

defined in Figure 2-1. Actual level of output, how many units are produced in production line. Maximum 

possible output, theoretically how many units should be produced in production line. 
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Figure 2-1: Capacity Utilization Formula 

Lead Time: The formula to calculate the lead time consists of cycle time, the duration of bottleneck 

station and Work in Progress (WIP). Cycle time is understood as duration of bottleneck station is 

understood as work in Progres is understood as how many units are stored near the production line. 

Throughput is the number of completed product. 

• Lead Time = Cycle Time * WIP 

• Lead Time = WIP/Throughput 

Setup Time: The time required to set up a piece of production equipment. One-time portion of a 

production cycle in which a specific machine, work center, or assembly line is 'made ready' to switch 

from production of the last good piece of the last lot to the first good piece of the new lot. Also called 

change over. 

 

Figure 2-2: A view of Setup Time  

 

Availability: The formula to calculate the availability consists of:  

Actual uptime, which is a metric that represents the percentage of time that hardware, an IT system 

or device is successfully operational compared to the total available time. It hence indicates  the ration 

between a system in operation versus downtime. Planned Downtime, period during which an 

equipment or machine is not operating. It may be due to technical failure, machine adjustments, 

maintenance, or non-availability of inputs such as materials, labour, power. Service Hours; the 

working hours of operators. 

• Availability: Actual uptime / (Service hours – Planned downtime) 
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 Define KPI & Data Relations 

2.2.1 Shop Floor Data Structure 

This section discusses current available data and corresponding data structure that is currently based 

on the available production system. The aim is to provide insight on the current available sensor 

information, which can be used to feed aforementioned alpha-indicators and consequently to calculate 

the corresponding KPIs. 

IT components that have been developed within DISRUPT can be added-on to the existing  ARCELIK 

system. In this section, the digitizing of the physical world within the ARCELIK shopfloor will be 

introduced by elaborating on  data sets and their sources  . We call this “Data Mapping Structure” as 

we mapdata sets in the database system (or the other related systems) with physical location or physical 

items.  

Figure 2-3 illustrates the mapping of the data structure of the shop floor based on a high level layout. 
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Figure 2-3: High Level Layout to Map Data Structure 
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The following ID are used for mapping the data as indicated in Figure2-3 : 

• EC: Electronic Card 

• MI: Manual Insertion 

• Solder: Soldering Process 

• SAKI: Visual Inspection Machine 

• ARV: Arvision (Visual Inspection Machine for bottom components) 

• ICT: In-Circuit Test 

• FT: Functional Test 

• Group: Grouping Process of Electronic Cards 

• Pack: Packaging Process of Electronic Cards 

 

In Table 2-1, the Data mapping table for Arçelik shop-floor structure is provided. Table 2-1 is included 

here for to get better understading of data structure in shop floor. This table shows which data set is 

producing in which related data point. 

The tittle definitions in Table 2-1 are as follows.  

• Zone: The meaning of zone is “production unit” and just electronic was included into the 

document. 

• Data Location: Each process or step is assigned with unique ID. 

• Data Collection: This column shows how to collect this data set. 

• Input: The inpupt describe the method of digitizing. For example a scanner is the input when 

scanning the barcode or QR Code of EC. 

• Source: The meaning of source is directly related to main platforms (Database, Local 

Database, Machine etc.) 

• Output: Which data set is producing in related data point. 
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Table 2-1: Data mapping table for Arçelik shop-floor structure 

Zone Data Location Data Collection Input Source Output 

EC EC-4-1 scanner 110 Code DB Chassis serial number 

EC       DB panel info 

EC       DB pcb version 

EC     112 Code DB COMP_DATE 

EC       DB MD_MATCHING_DATE 

EC       DB production plan 

EC       DB SAP confirmation 

EC EC-4-2 Temperature of 
POTA 

Temperature 
Trend 

Manual File temperature change log file 

EC   POTA Parameters Machine temperature 

EC       Machine velocity 

EC       Machine zone/temperature change 

EC EC-4-3 scanner 110 Code Local DB OK / NOK (operator verify) 

EC       Local DB Cycle time 

EC       Local DB product info 

EC       Local DB position info 

EC EC-4-4 camera 110 Code DB OK / NOK (operatör verify) 

EC       DB product info 

EC       DB date & time 

EC EC-4-5 ICT 110 Code Machine SETTINGS_DATE 

EC       Machine B_AE_NO 

EC       Machine BATCH_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UNIT_TIME 

EC       Machine EXECUTION_TIME 

EC       Machine MAC_ADDRESS 

EC       Machine QUERY_POINT 

EC       Machine START_DATE_TIME 

EC       Machine STATION_ID 

EC       Machine STATUS 

EC       Machine DATE 

EC       Machine DATE2 

EC       Machine TERMINAL_CODE 

EC       Machine TEST_STATUS 

EC       Machine TEST_STATION 

EC       Machine TEST_SOCKET_INDEX 

EC       Machine TESTER 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_CODE 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_MESSAGE 

EC       Machine UUT_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UUT_STATUS 
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EC       Local File Component based info 

EC   scanner 110 Code DB serial number 

EC   ICT 110 Code Machine SETTINGS_DATE 

EC       Machine B_AE_NO 

EC       Machine BATCH_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UNIT_TIME 

EC       Machine EXECUTION_TIME 

EC       Machine MAC_ADDRESS 

EC       Machine QUERY_POINT 

EC       Machine START_DATE_TIME 

EC       Machine STATION_ID 

EC       Machine STATUS 

EC       Machine DATE 

EC       Machine DATE2 

EC       Machine TERMINAL_CODE 

EC       Machine TEST_STATUS 

EC       Machine TEST_STATION 

EC       Machine TEST_SOCKET_INDEX 

EC       Machine TESTER 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_CODE 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_MESSAGE 

EC       Machine UUT_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UUT_STATUS 

EC       Local File Component based info 

EC   scanner 110 Code DB serial number 

EC   ICT 110 Code Machine SETTINGS_DATE 

EC       Machine B_AE_NO 

EC       Machine BATCH_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UNIT_TIME 

EC       Machine EXECUTION_TIME 

EC       Machine MAC_ADDRESS 

EC       Machine QUERY_POINT 

EC       Machine START_DATE_TIME 

EC       Machine STATION_ID 

EC       Machine STATUS 

EC       Machine DATE 

EC       Machine DATE2 

EC       Machine TERMINAL_CODE 

EC       Machine TEST_STATUS 

EC       Machine TEST_STATION 

EC       Machine TEST_SOCKET_INDEX 
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EC       Machine TESTER 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_CODE 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_MESSAGE 

EC       Machine UUT_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UUT_STATUS 

EC       Local File Component based info 

EC   scanner 110 Code DB serial number 

EC EC-4-6 FT 110 Code Machine SETTINGS_DATE 

EC       Machine B_AE_NO 

EC       Machine BATCH_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UNIT_TIME 

EC       Machine EXECUTION_TIME 

EC       Machine MAC_ADDRESS 

EC       Machine QUERY_POINT 

EC       Machine START_DATE_TIME 

EC       Machine STATION_ID 

EC       Machine STATUS 

EC       Machine DATE 

EC       Machine DATE2 

EC       Machine TERMINAL_CODE 

EC       Machine TEST_STATUS 

EC       Machine TEST_STATION 

EC       Machine TEST_SOCKET_INDEX 

EC       Machine TESTER 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_CODE 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_MESSAGE 

EC       Machine UUT_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UUT_STATUS 

EC       Production Server Software Version 

EC   Software 
Loading 

110 Code DB Chassis serial number 

EC       DB SSL Key 

EC       R&D Server Software program 

EC       Production Server Software name 

EC   scanner 110 Code DB Chassis serial number 

EC       DB production info 

EC       DB SAP confirmation 

EC       DB date & time 

EC   FT 110 Code Machine SETTINGS_DATE 

EC       Machine B_AE_NO 

EC       Machine BATCH_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UNIT_TIME 
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EC       Machine EXECUTION_TIME 

EC       Machine MAC_ADDRESS 

EC       Machine QUERY_POINT 

EC       Machine START_DATE_TIME 

EC       Machine STATION_ID 

EC       Machine STATUS 

EC       Machine DATE 

EC       Machine DATE2 

EC       Machine TERMINAL_CODE 

EC       Machine TEST_STATUS 

EC       Machine TEST_STATION 

EC       Machine TEST_SOCKET_INDEX 

EC       Machine TESTER 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_CODE 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_MESSAGE 

EC       Machine UUT_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UUT_STATUS 

EC       Production Server Software Version 

EC   Software 
Loading 

110 Code DB Chassis serial number 

EC       DB SSL Key 

EC       R&D Server Software program 

EC       Production Server Software name 

EC   scanner 110 Code DB Chassis serial number 

EC       DB production info 

EC       DB SAP confirmation 

EC       DB date & time 

EC   FT 110 Code Machine SETTINGS_DATE 

EC       Machine B_AE_NO 

EC       Machine BATCH_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UNIT_TIME 

EC       Machine EXECUTION_TIME 

EC       Machine MAC_ADDRESS 

EC       Machine QUERY_POINT 

EC       Machine START_DATE_TIME 

EC       Machine STATION_ID 

EC       Machine STATUS 

EC       Machine DATE 

EC       Machine DATE2 

EC       Machine TERMINAL_CODE 

EC       Machine TEST_STATUS 

EC       Machine TEST_STATION 
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EC       Machine TEST_SOCKET_INDEX 

EC       Machine TESTER 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_CODE 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_MESSAGE 

EC       Machine UUT_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UUT_STATUS 

EC       Production Server Software Version 

EC   Software 
Loading 

110 Code DB Chassis serial number 

EC       DB SSL Key 

EC       R&D Server Software program 

EC       Production Server Software name 

EC   scanner 110 Code DB Chassis serial number 

EC       DB production info 

EC       DB SAP confirmation 

EC       DB date & time 

EC EC-4-7 scanner 110 Group 
Code 

DB serial number 

EC         date & time 

EC EC-4-8 scanner 110 Code   COMP_BAND_NO 

EC         STATUS 

EC         CABINET_CODE 

EC         KALAN_ADET 

EC         CARD_CODE 

EC         CARD_BOXING_DATE 

EC         CARD_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC         PARCEL_NO 

EC         PACKINGBOX_STATUS 

EC         BOX_CLOSE_DATE 

EC         PACKINGBOX_NUMBER 

EC         KUTULAMA_TARIHI 

EC         CUSTOMER_SERIALNO 

EC         CHASSIS 

EC         SAP confirmation 

EC EC-3-1 scanner 110 Code DB Chassis serial number 

EC       DB panel info 

EC       DB pcb version 

EC     112 Code DB COMP_DATE 

EC       DB MD_MATCHING_DATE 

EC       DB production plan  

EC       DB SAP confirmation 

EC EC-3-2 Temperature of 
POTA 

Temperature 
Trend 

Manual File temperature change log file 
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EC   POTA Parameters Machine temperature 

EC       Machine velocity 

EC       Machine zone temperature change 

EC EC-3-3 scanner 110 Code Local DB OK / NOK (operatör verify) 

EC       Local DB Cycle time 

EC       Local DB product info 

EC       Local DB position info 

EC EC-3-4 camera 110 Code DB OK / NOK (operatör verify) 

EC       DB product info 

EC       DB date &time 

EC EC-3-5 ICT 110 Code Machine SETTINGS_DATE 

EC       Machine B_AE_NO 

EC       Machine BATCH_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UNIT_TIME 

EC       Machine EXECUTION_TIME 

EC       Machine MAC_ADDRESS 

EC       Machine QUERY_POINT 

EC       Machine START_DATE_TIME 

EC       Machine STATION_ID 

EC       Machine STATUS 

EC       Machine DATE 

EC       Machine DATE2 

EC       Machine TERMINAL_CODE 

EC       Machine TEST_STATUS 

EC       Machine TEST_STATION 

EC       Machine TEST_SOCKET_INDEX 

EC       Machine TESTER 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_CODE 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_MESSAGE 

EC       Machine UUT_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UUT_STATUS 

EC       Local File Component based info 

EC   scanner 110 Code DB serial number 

EC   ICT 110 Code Machine SETTINGS_DATE 

EC       Machine B_AE_NO 

EC       Machine BATCH_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UNIT_TIME 

EC       Machine EXECUTION_TIME 

EC       Machine MAC_ADDRESS 

EC       Machine QUREY_POINT 

EC       Machine START_DATE_TIME 
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EC       Machine STATION_ID 

EC       Machine STATUS 

EC       Machine DATE 

EC       Machine DATE2 

EC       Machine TERMINAL_CODE 

EC       Machine TEST_STATUS 

EC       Machine TEST_STATION 

EC       Machine TEST_SOCKET_INDEX 

EC       Machine TESTER 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_CODE 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_MESSAGE 

EC       Machine UUT_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UUT_STATUS 

EC       Local File Component based info 

EC   scanner 110 Code DB serial number 

EC EC-3-6 FT 110 Code Machine SETTINGS_DATE 

EC       Machine B_AE_NO 

EC       Machine BATCH_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UNIT_TIME 

EC       Machine EXECUTION_TIME 

EC       Machine MAC_ADDRESS 

EC       Machine QUERY_POINT 

EC       Machine START_DATE_TIME 

EC       Machine STATION_ID 

EC       Machine STATUS 

EC       Machine DATE 

EC       Machine DATE2 

EC       Machine TERMINAL_CODE 

EC       Machine TEST_STATUS 

EC       Machine TEST_STATION 

EC       Machine TEST_SOCKET_INDEX 

EC       Machine TESTER 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_CODE 

EC       Machine UUT_ERROR_MESSAGE 

EC       Machine UUT_SERIAL_NUMBER 

EC       Machine UUT_STATUS 

EC       Production Server Software Version 

EC   Software 
Loading 

110 Code DB Chassis serial number 

EC       DB SSL Key 

EC       R&D Server Software program 

EC       Production Server Software name 
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2.2.2 KPI & Data Matching 

In this section, KPI and data matching process is clarified. KPI and Data matching process shows the 

potential of automated reporting system which KPIs are related to which data set. Table 2.2 was 

prepared based on the calculation approachment and data requirements, the content of related data 

set is directly uploaded from database(Naming,Format etc.).  

Essentially, the relationship between the major KPIs and data sets is described in the previous section 

namely as “KPI Definition & Purposes”. Table 2-2 provides the relationship of KPIs and data set. 

Table 2-2: Data KPI matching table for Arçelik use-case 

Key Performance Indicators Related Data Set 

Lead Time TV_SERI_NO 

Lead Time FINISHED_PRODUCT 

Lead Time PRODUCTION_LINE 

Lead Time PRODUCTION_DATE 

Lead Time PRODUCTION_TIME 

Lead Time SHIFT 

Lead Time RWK_NO 

Lead Time RWK_DATE 

Lead Time RWK_TIME 

Machine Downtime Rate STOPPAGE_DURATION 

Machine Downtime Rate DATE_TIME 

Machine Downtime Rate Machine ID 

Machine Utilization STOPPAGE_DURATION 

Machine Utilization DATE_TIME 

Machine Utilization Machine ID 

Machine Utilization SCREEN_SIZE 

Machine Utilization CABINET_CODE 

Machine Utilization CABINET_COLOUR 

Capacity Utilization TV_SERI_NO 

Capacity Utilization FINISHED_PRODUCT 

Capacity Utilization PRODUCTION_LINE 

Capacity Utilization PRODUCTION_DATE 

Capacity Utilization PRODUCTION_TIME 

Capacity Utilization SHIFT 

Capacity Utilization ARCELIK_SERINO 

Capacity Utilization PRODUCTION_LINE_2 

Capacity Utilization PRODUCTION_DATE_2 

Capacity Utilization Score_Card 

Capacity Utilization CARD_SERI_NO 

Capacity Utilization PACKAGING_DATE 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness TV_SERI_NO 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness FINISHED_PRODUCT 
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Overall Equipment Effectiveness PRODUCTION_LINE 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness PRODUCTION_DATE 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness PRODUCTION_TIME 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness SHIFT 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness ARCELIK_SERINO 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness PRODUCTION_LINE_2 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness PRODUCTION_DATE_2 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness CARD_SERI_NO 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness PACKAGING_DATE 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness PLANNED_DOWNTIME 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness UNPLANNED_DOWNTIME 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness STOPPAGE_DURATION 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness RWK_NO 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness RWK_DATE 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness RWK_TIME 
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 Impact Analysis 

2.3.1 AS-IS Baseline of KPIs 

This section focusses on the current status of defined KPIs in the previous deliverables referring D1.4 

and D2.4. Table 2-3 provides as-is baselineof KPIs. The table includes the parameters related to KPI 

descriptions, the current status and the current results. From the table, the current status means how 

to report or collect the current KPIs and the current result shows the baseline values of KPIs.  

  

Additionally, the current results can be changed per month based on customer orders so these results 

will be updated in final version of D5.3. In the new factory(Arçelik is moving to another city in Turkey.), 

the number of manual & test lines will be decreased from six to five so existing results are prepared 

for five lines. 

Table 2-3: AS-IS Table 

KPIs Current Status Current Results 

Percentage of Capacity 

When the customer orders are released; the 

percentage of capacity is calculated on 

monthly base. According the percentage of  
capacity; production plan and production 

requirements will be defined.  
Each production teams are using excel files 

for calculation of capacity & product allocation 

and then production planners integrate the 
final version of plan into the production 

management system. 
 

Additionally; if production team doesn't face 
with any kind of capacity problems; the 

percentage of capacity is not calculated for 

the alignment with estimated rate.  
DISRUPT system will support for managing of 

the deviation between actual and estimated 
capacity rate in real time. 

At the end; the percentage of capacity can be 

calculated in real time with existing data set 
but one of the operator should be dedicated 

for reporting. 
 This kind of situtation is non-value added 

process and extra cost for production plant. 

Monthly Results 

Avg. Capacity of Manual Insertion: %76 
Avg. Capacity of Mask Process: %51 

Avg. Capacity of SAKI (Visual 

Inspection): %45 
Avg. Capacity of Soldering: %43 

Avg. Capacity of ARVISION: %9 
Avg. Capacity of ICT: %37 

Avg. Capacity of FT-Manual: %25 

Avg. Capacity of FT-BESTAR: %56 
Avg. Capacity of FT-BRC: %46 
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Percentage of Capacity 
of semi-finished 

product 

When the customer orders are released by 
the department of production planning; the 

percentage of capacity is calculated periodicly 
(monthly) and demand-oriented by production 

engineering department. According the 

percentage of  capacity; production plan and 
production requirements will be defined by 

production teams. Each production teams are 
using excel files for calculation of capacity & 

product allocation and then production 
planners integrate the final version of plan 

into the production management system. 

Additionally; if production team doesn't face 
with any kind of capacity problems; the 

percentage of capacity is not calculated for 
the alignment with estimated rate. DISRUPT 

system will support for managing of the 

deviation between actual and estimated 
capacity rate in real time. Part of SMT 

processes are outsource because of the 
capacity management issue. 

At the end; the percentage of capacity can be 
calculated in real time with existing data set 

but one of the operator should be dedicated 

for reporting. This kind of situtation is non-
value added process and extra cost for 

production plant. 

Monthly Results 
Avg. Capacity of SMT: %95 

Number of changes to 
PCB production to cover 

additional needs for 
semi-finished products 

In new factory; PCB production will be 

stopped for existing production. PCB will be 
outsource with new factory. 

- 

Number of setups 

This indicator is directly related with 

production volume and customer orders. 
Especially anticipated customer orders are 

increasing the # of setups. This indicator can  

be followed with Excel files and exsiting 
production management system. 

Avg. 5 times(daily)/per each manual 

insertion line. 

Number of detected 
events originating from 

internal orders 

This indicator is not existing KPI for now. 

Production planners are collecting the whole 
events manually so they don't have any 

statistical results about events. This indicator 
will be followed by production planner with 

DISRUPT Project. 

- 

Number of changes in 
SKU type 

This indicator is directly related with 
production volume and customer orders. 

Especially anticipated customer orders are 
increasing the # of setups. This indicator can  

be followed with Excel files and exsiting 

production management system. 

In database; 63 SKU types were 

defined but 63 SKU types have 256 

version. 
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Number of changes in 
quantity 

This indicator is directly related with 
production volume and customer orders. 

Especially anticipated customer orders are 
increasing the # of the changes. This 

indicator can  be followed with Excel files and 

exsiting production management system. 

- 

Number of stock outs - - 

Leadtime 

This indicator can be reported with existing 
production system periodicly (monthly) but 

this period is not enough to manage the 

deviation of between actual & forecasted in 
real time. Excel files are used for reporting 

periodicly. 
At the end; leadtime can be calculated in real 

time with existing data set but one of the 

operator should be dedicated for reporting. 
This kind of situtation is non-value added 

process and extra cost for production plant. 

- 

Materials cost - - 

Percentage of 

availability of Test 
machines 

This indicator can be reported with existing 

production system periodicly (monthly) but 

this period is not enough to manage the 
deviation of between actual & forecasted in 

real time. Excel files are used for reporting 
periodicly. 

At the end; the percentage of availability of 

Test Machines can be calculated in real time 
with existing data set but one of the operator 

should be dedicated for reporting. This kind of 
situtation is non-value added process and 

extra cost for production plant. 

Monthly Results 
ICT(Avg) 

+ LINE-2: %34 
+ LINE-3: %66 

+ LINE-4: %40 

+ LINE-5: %18 
+ LINE-6: %27 

 
FT(Avg) 

+ LINE-2-MANUAL: %25 
+ LINE-2-BRC: %50 

+ LINE-3: %51 

+ LINE-4: %68 
+ LINE-5: %44 

+ LINE-6: %57 
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Percentage of capacity 

of lines 

This indicator can be reported with existing 

production system periodicly (monthly) but 
this period is not enough to manage the 

deviation of between actual & forecasted in 
real time. Excel files are used for reporting 

periodicly. 

At the end; the percentage of availability of 
Test Machines can be calculated in real time 

with existing data set but one of the operator 
should be dedicated for reporting. This kind of 

situtation is non-value added process and 

extra cost for production plant. 

Monthly Results 

Manual Insertion(Avg) 

+ LINE-2: %70 
+ LINE-3: %82 

+ LINE-4: %72 
+ LINE-5: %70 

+ LINE-6: %81 

 
SAKI(Avg) 

+ LINE-2: %39 
+ LINE-3: %48 

+ LINE-4: %40 
+ LINE-5: %33 

+ LINE-6: %65 

 
ARVISION(Avg) 

+ LINE-2: %8 
+ LINE-3: %3 

+ LINE-4: %6 

+ LINE-5: %6 
+ LINE-6: %20 

Number of production 

schedule changes 

This indicator is directly related with 
production volume and customer orders. 

Especially anticipated customer orders are 

increasing the # of schedule changes. This 
indicator can  be followed with Excel files and 

exsiting production management system. 

- 

Number of changes in 
the production order 

This indicator is directly related with 

production volume and customer orders. 

Especially anticipated customer orders are 
increasing the # of production order changes. 

This indicator can  be followed with Excel files 
and exsiting production management system. 

- 

Number of postponed 

orders 

This indicator is not existing KPI for now. 

Production planners are collecting the whole 
postponement manually so they don't have 

any statistical results about events. This 
indicator will be followed by production 

planner with DISRUPT Project. 

- 

Number of shifted 

orders 

This indicator is not existing KPI for now. 
Production planners are collecting the whole 

shifted order manually so they don't have any 

statistical results about events. This indicator 
will be followed by production planner with 

DISRUPT Project. 

- 
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Total setup time 

This indicator can be reported with existing 
production system periodicly (monthly) but 

this period is not enough to manage the 
deviation of between actual & forecasted in 

real time. Excel files are used for reporting 

periodicly. 
At the end; total setup time can be calculated 

in real time with existing data set but one of 
the operator should be dedicated for 

reporting. This kind of situtation is non-value 
added process and extra cost for production 

plant. 

SMT: 25-180 mins 

Manual Insertion: 7-15 mins 
Test Machines: 10 mins 

 

2.3.2 TO-BE Expected Results of KPIs 

The expected improvement of the KPIs should ideally results after the implementation of DISRUPT 

project. 

 

Additionally, the current results can be changed per month based on customer orders so these results 

will be updated in the updated and final version of this document. As the current layout – that run with 

six lines – will be adapted in conjunction with the installation of a  new factory to a new layout of only 

five lines, we intent to use the same KPI models and also observe the improvement of such layout 

changes.  
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Table 2-4: TO-BE Table  

KPIs Current Results Expected Improvement 

Percentage of Capacity 

Monthly Results 

Avg. Capacity of Manual Insertion: %76 

Avg. Capacity of Mask Process: %51 

Avg. Capacity of SAKI (Visual 

Inspection): %45 

Avg. Capacity of Soldering: %43 

Avg. Capacity of ARVISION: %9 

Avg. Capacity of ICT: %37 

Avg. Capacity of FT-Manual: %25 

Avg. Capacity of FT-BESTAR: %56 

Avg. Capacity of FT-BRC: %46 

Monthly Estimated Results 

Avg. Capacity of Manual Insertion: %79 

Avg. Capacity of Mask Process: %62 

Avg. Capacity of SAKI (Visual Inspection): 

%45 

Avg. Capacity of Soldering: %43 

Avg. Capacity of ARVISION: %14 

Avg. Capacity of ICT: %50 

Avg. Capacity of FT-Manual: %36 

Avg. Capacity of FT-BESTAR: %65 

Avg. Capacity of FT-BRC: %50 

Percentage of 

Capacity of semi-

finished product 

Monthly Results 

Avg. Capacity of SMT: %95 

Monthly Estimated Results 

Avg. Capacity should be same but 

outsource processes will be inhouse 

process. 

Number of changes to 

PCB production to 

cover additional 

needs for semi-finished 

products 

- 

 

Number of setups 
Avg. 5 times(daily)/per each manual 

insertion line. 
- 

Number of detected 

events originating from 

internal orders 

- 

 

Number of changes in 

SKU type 

In database; 63 SKU types were 

defined but 63 SKU types have 256 

version. 

In database; 63 SKU types were 

defined but 63 SKU types have 256 

version. 

Number of changes in 

quantity 
- 

 
Number of stock outs -  
Leadtime -  
Materials cost -  

Percentage of 

availability of Test 

machines 

Monthly Results 

ICT(Avg) 

+ LINE-2: %34 

+ LINE-3: %66 

+ LINE-4: %40 

+ LINE-5: %18 

+ LINE-6: %27 

 

FT(Avg) 

+ LINE-2-MANUAL: %25 

+ LINE-2-BRC: %50 

+ LINE-3: %51 

+ LINE-4: %68 

+ LINE-5: %44 

+ LINE-6: %57 

Monthly Estimated Results 

ICT(Avg) 

+ LINE-2: %44 

+ LINE-3: %70 

+ LINE-4: %44 

+ LINE-5: %45 

+ LINE-6: %46 

 

FT(Avg) 

+ LINE-2-MANUAL: %25 

+ LINE-2-BRC: %50 

+ LINE-3: %51 

+ LINE-4: %68 

+ LINE-5: %44 

+ LINE-6: %57 
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Percentage of capacity 

of lines 

Monthly Estimated Results 

Manual Insertion(Avg) 

+ LINE-2: %70 

+ LINE-3: %82 

+ LINE-4: %72 

+ LINE-5: %70 

+ LINE-6: %81 

 

SAKI(Avg) 

+ LINE-2: %39 

+ LINE-3: %48 

+ LINE-4: %40 

+ LINE-5: %33 

+ LINE-6: %65 

 

ARVISION(Avg) 

+ LINE-2: %8 

+ LINE-3: %3 

+ LINE-4: %6 

+ LINE-5: %6 

+ LINE-6: %20 

Monthly Estimated Results 

Manual Insertion(Avg) 

+ LINE-2: %75 

+ LINE-3: %86 

+ LINE-4: %75 

+ LINE-5: %77 

+ LINE-6: %82 

 

SAKI(Avg) 

+ LINE-2: %39 

+ LINE-3: %48 

+ LINE-4: %40 

+ LINE-5: %33 

+ LINE-6: %65 

 

ARVISION(Avg) 

+ LINE-2: %8 

+ LINE-3: %3 

+ LINE-4: %6 

+ LINE-5: %6 

+ LINE-6: %20 

Number of production 

schedule changes 
- 

 
Number of changes in 

the production order 
- 

 
Number of postponed 

orders 
- 

 

Number of shifted orders - 
 

Total setup time 

SMT: 25-180 mins 

Manual Insertion: 7-15 mins 

Test Machines: 10 mins 

SMT: 25-180 mins 

Manual Insertion: 7-15 mins 

Test Machines: 10 mins 
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2.3.3 Business Operation Impact 

In order to discuss the potential business operation impact when using results of the DISRUPT projects, 

we propose the use of a SWOT analysis in order to discuss potential fields of improvements but also 

potential fields of risks.  

Hence, SWOT (Strenghts, Opportunities, Weakness and Threats) analysis identifies strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities and threats of organisational entities.. Using internal and external data a 

SWOT analysis evaluates supportive influences, but also indicates potential obstacles and risks. 

 

With SWOT analysis, DISRUPT system Strenghts – Opportunities – Weakness and Threats will be 

defined. Particularly, opportunities will be evaluated with the outputs. 

 

Figure 2-4: SWOT Analysis for Arçelik   
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Decreasing Loss Time: DISRUPT  provides a decision support system in form of an add-on to the 

current  ARCELIK Production System that currently focuses on  the main purpose to manage the loss 

time in production lines. With DISRUPTwe expect to improve our decisions, as several features like 

optimisation and simulation supports the identification of the  line that is most suitable for extra 

production. Here we state that we are in favour of combining user experience from the decision makers 

and analytical results from the DISRUPT compontesto jointly support problem solving.  

 

Increasing Overall Efficiency: The current DISRUPT approach and its componets has the potential 

to change the approach how problems are solved today at ARCELIK.. DISRUPT has the potential to 

increase the ability of problem solving of the corresponding teams.  

 

Optimised Product Allocation: Production planning is currently a manual process within ARCELIK 

whereas the current system provides validation and verification steps for each production plan. Using 

DISRUPT results; each production planner will use the optimisation algorithm in order to check the 

suitability before releasing the production plan. 

 

Simulation: The Simulation tool will verify the results of the optimisation algorithm for different future 

scenarios. In the current system such cross checking possibilities are missing. Optimisation and 

Simulation tools are expected to verify and validate the necessary continues changes of the production 

plan. This new form of managing the production plan will introduce a flexibility and potentially a better 

efficiency. 

 

2.3.4 Return on Investment (ROI)  

By applying DISRUPT results for the ARCELIK use-case, the expectation is that the production capacity 

level may increase by 10-15 %. The efficiency of the production lines is expected to increase as the 

production plan are created using optimisation and simulation techniques. Reactions on unexpected 

problems in the production lines are expected to be be more efficient, as different alternatives can be 

calculated before taking decisions.. Smart awareness raising system has the potential to raise 

awareness to issues of proeucts or the production lines also in a very early stage. 

 

2.3.5 Environmental Impact  

In the current situation, it is not possible to determine ideal location for the test equipment. All the test 

equipments are located irrespective of the needs of production lines. By optimizing and simulating the 

use of test equipment, it is expected that they will be placed according to the needs of the production 

lines. So, the usage efficiency of the production field is expected to be enhanced. 
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 Overall Recommendations 

 

The objective of D5.3 is the assessment of the project outputs based on the performance indicators 

and the definition of value added outputs then this deliverable will be showed the impact analysis of 

existing business goals.  Meanwhile, this deliverable will be referred  which DISRUPT modules will be 

matched with which issues of industrial sector. 

The estimated results of DISRUPT will be clarified when the DISRUPT modules will be available. 
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3 Impact of DISRUPT in the CRF case 

This section defines the rationale to evaluate the impact of the technologies developped in DISRUPT 

on the industrial processes for the particular CRF use case. 

CRF, and in particular the WCM Research in Innovation goup involved in DISRUPT, is responsible for 

the innovation and standardization of manufacturing processes in Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA). 

When developing and implementing technological changes in FCA, CRF performs the following steps: 

1. Implement technology pilots/ demonstrators based on FCA industrial requirements, including 

functional and no-functional; these have been defined in [3]; 

2. Define a structured verification and validation phase. It is crucial that this phase is performed 

on a relevant process enabling meaningful measurement; this is sketched below and will be 

further refined in [5] 

3. Identify a set of manufacturing KPIs on which the project output has an impact and measure 

them in the aboved-defined 1) structured verification and validation phase and 2) relevant 

process; this is described in Section Error! Reference source not found. below; 

4. Define a business case by comparing:  

o The baseline or AS-IS process, without innovative technology implementation 

o The TO-BE process, with innovative technology implementation. Eventually if the initial 

perimeter is too limited, the business case can extrapolate this perimeter of analysis 

by making some assumptions on scale effects/applicability to similar processes. 

 

Regarding the verification and validation phase, the methodology used by CRF for the testing of the 

DISRUPT systems follows the ISO 9001 procedures [2], and the system engineering V-model 

development process [3].  According to the ISO procedures for testing, the activities need to separated 

in verification and validation.  

 

Verification has to: 

• be performed in accordance with a defined plan; 

• ensure that the design and development outputs have met the design and development 
specifications and  

• record the results, and any necessary actions shall be maintained. 

 

Validation has to: 

• be performed in accordance with a defined plan; 

• ensure that the resulting product is capable of meeting the requirements for the specified 
application or intended use and; 

• record the results and any necessary actions shall be maintained. 
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The V– model (Error! Reference source not found.) is used in the verification and validation 

activities, to ensure that the testing is conducted at all layers of development, from the unit to 

integration and system testing.  

 

Figure 3-1: The V – Model for Testing 

 

Tests will be conducted at each layer of development, checking the specifications against the modules 

of the DISRUPT specific functionalities. The unit test plan includes the verification and validation of the 

single DISRUPT modules. The integrated test plan will include the verification and validation of multiple 

modules (already tested independently in the unit test phase) integrated in the DISRUPT platform. 

Piloting activities during the project will enable to develop, test and integrate services for the 

optimisation of logistics and manufacturing processes: 

• Provide a test bench for the methodology and to support the introduction of the methodology 

to the different departments and stakeholders in the companies (Business objective); 

• Train the potential stakeholders on the use of the system (Business objective) 

• Develop modules to optimise the logistics and manufacturing processes (Technical objective) 

• Develop services to support internal operations (Technical objective). 

 

To achieve these objectives, at the technical level, the pilot will: 

• Give the requirements for a customised architecture, platform and services 

• Prove the technical feasibility of approach and the suitability of the integrated platform 

• Test the solution integrated with existing systems 

• Support validation, using standard approaches to assess the impact of DISRUPT 

• Support the elicitation of business cases for the introduction of the DISRUPT platform. 
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 KPI Calculation & Definition 

3.1.1 Overview 

The objective of this section is to propose a set of KPIs usable to measure the added value of the 

DISRUPT platform when applied within the FCA processes.  

FCA follows the principles of the World Class Manufacturing initiative, derived and adapted from the 

Lean Manufacturing approach. One of the principles is to define a limited set of KPIs, easily measurable 

and self-understandable, to be used to monitor and control the processes. It is thus proposed to use a 

SMART set of KPIS: SMART ([4]) “is a mnemonic acronym, giving criteria to guide in the setting of 

objectives […]. The letters S and M usually mean specific and measurable. Possibly the most common 

version has the remaining letters referring to Achievable, Relevant and Time-bound”. 

Each of the KPIs defined in [2] and [3] have been assessed and their usability for the specific use cases 

have been evaluated. The following sections present the selection of KPIs relevant for the two CRF use 

cases. 

 

3.1.2 KPI Definition, Purpose and Calculation  

In order to measure the added value of the DISRUPT platform and to quantify the impact on 

manufacturing and logistics processes, a list of Key Performance Indicators has been defined. These 

are the recommended KPIs:  

 

Company-level KPIs: 

Job-per-Hour (JPH) is calculated as the number of products exiting a defined process in a defined 

time interval.  

It is used to assess the process performance; it measures the throughput of the line per hour. 

Work In Progress (WIP) is calculated as the direct and indirect costs of the semi-finished products 

in a defined process. It is used to reduce the immobilised capital thus reducing operating cost and 

smoothing material flow; 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) is calculated as the product of availability, performance 

and quality of a process . It is used to increase the efficiency by maximising use of production assets, 

to define performance as measured against targets and to compare production processes and teams, 

in output and quality; 

Total Supply Chain Management Costs (TSCMC) is calculated as the sum of direct and indirect 

costs to plan, source and deliver products and services. It is used to monitor the total costs for the 

product. 

 

Inbound Logistics-level KPIs: 

Replenishment Lead-time is calculated as the time from the receipt of a customer order to the 

delivery of the product. It is used to measure the quality of service from the supplier and to monitor 

the leanness of inbound processes 
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Inbound logistics cost of goods is computed as the sum of direct cost of material, labour and 

services to supply a product or service. It is used to monitor the inbound logistics costs of the product: 

it includes the direct cost of material, labour and services to supply a product or service; it 

 

Internal manufacturing-level KPIs: 

Cost of Goods (CG) is used to monitor the internal costs of the product: it is computed as the sum 

of the direct cost of material and labour to produce a product or service. 

Saturation of material handling systems (SMHS) is used to assess the current usage of systems 

at plant level and encourage the correct investment in material handling systems. It is computed as the 

ratio between available time and consumed time. 

Personnel Saturation (PS) is used to encourage correct staffing levels, skill-base and production 

design. 

Saturation of docks (SD) is used to assess the current usage of systems at plant level and encourage 

the correct investment in docks. It is computed as the ratio between available time and consumed time. 

 

 Define KPI & Data Relations 

All KPIs are retrieved from the plant reporting systems and are already available in plant dashboards 

used at management level. 

 

 Impact Analysis 

The impact analysis is performed using a: 

- Quantitative approach through a business case. This business case is build by comparing the 
AS-IS process (“baseline”) and the TO-BE process (enabled by DISRUPT). 

- Qualitative approach, which can be summarised in a SWOT analysis  

-  
 

3.3.1 AS-IS Baseline of KPIs 

The overall objective of the DISRUPT from a manufacturer point of view is to evaluate the usability a 

set of modelling, monitoring, optimisation tools enabling the management of disruptive events. 

The business case is built by comparing the KPIs defined in Error! Reference source not found. on 

the Baseline (“AS-IS”) and DISRUPT-enabled. The table below shows the AS-IS Baseline of KPIs and 

current status. 
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Table 3.1 – AS-IS Baseline of KPIS  

KPIs range KPIs Current status 

Company-level KPIs 

Job-per-Hour (JPH) 
Work In Progress (WIP) 
Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) 
Total Supply Chain Management Costs 
(TSCMC) 
 
 

To be calculated in 
the pilot  

     

     

     

     

Inbound Logistics-level KPIs 

Replenishment Lead-time 
Inbound logistics cost of goods 
Cost of Goods (CG) 
 

  

     

  
 

  

Internal manufacturing-level KPIs 

Cost of Goods (CG) 
Saturation of material handling systems 
(SMHS) 
Personnel Saturation (PS) 
Saturation of docks (SD) 
 

  

     

     

  
 

  

 

The evaluation of the baseline will be performed in the pilot. As the pilot does not involve the whole 

plant, but a part of Assembly, Painting and inbound logistics for a subset of components, the KPI values 

will be extracted from the company IT systemsfor these specific subprocesses addressed in DISRUPT. 

For example, the Personal saturation for the Inbould logistics use case, in particular regarding the docks 

processes, the will be calculated from the Personal Saturation of the docks logistics operators, taking 

into account e.g.: 

• the number on docks modelled in the platform with respect to the total number of docks 

• the number of Part Numbers modelled with respect to the total number of part numbers. 
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3.3.2 TO-BE expected results of KPIs 

 

Table 4.2 – TO-BE expected results of KPIs 

KPIs range KPIs Future status 

Company-level KPIs 

Job-per-Hour (JPH) 
Work In Progress (WIP) 
Overall Equipment Effectiveness 
(OEE) 
Total Supply Chain Management 
Costs (TSCMC) 

To be calculated in 

the pilot 

Inbound Logistics-level KPIs Replenishment Lead-time   

  Inbound logistics cost of goods   

  Cost of Goods (CG)   

Internal manufacturing-level KPIs 

Cost of Goods (CG) 
Saturation of material handling 
systems (SMHS) 
Personnel Saturation (PS) 
Saturation of docks (SD) 
 

  

 

The evaluation of the TO-BE will be performed in the pilot. As the pilot does not involve the whole 

plant, but a part of Assembly, Painting and inbound logistics for a subset of components, the KPI values 

will be extracted from the company IT systems for these specific subprocesses addressed in DISRUPT. 

 

The evaluation of the AS-IS and TO-BE will done by feeding the DISRUPT platform. In other 

words we will simulate the decision making with or without the DISRUPT decision support system to 

estimate the added-value in terms of KPIs for the the current process for handling disruptive events. 

 

Once the current AS-IS process and the TO-BE processes are quantified, a business case will be 

developed, by calculating the cost / benefit ratio. The calculated B/C - and its reciprocal the investment 

return in years- will be used as the main measures for the impact of DISRUPT on the current processes. 
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Figure 3-2: Benefit/Cost Elements 

 

3.3.3 SWOT ANALYSIS 

A preliminary SWOT analysis is presented below, on the application of the DISRUPT results. 

Table 5.3 – SWOT Analysis for CRF 

Strengths 

 

• DISRUPT supports an integrated 
management of the manufacturing/ 

logistics network, not only of specific sub- 

processes; 

• The events are quantified by plant-
relevant KPIs; 

• The update of the models is automatic, 

enabling accurate and updated 
representation of the networks; 

• Decision is taken according to information 

available in real time; 

• The approach enables the visibility and 

transparency across different actors and 
departments in the company, improving 

awareness and trust in the decisional 
process; 

• The uncertainty about information (e.g. 

leadtime with its variance) is taken into 
account 

Weaknesses 

 

• The model considers only a sub-part 
of a plant (part of Painting and 

Assembly processes). The 

applicability and relevance of the 
approach will have to be proven; 

• At this point of industrialisation trial 

do not enable to understand 
connectivity with internal tools and 

user interfaces. 
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Opportunities 

• Big data handling mechanisms could be 

required. 

Threats 

• Exploitation costs and maintenance 
costs of integration can be high; 

• Possible changes in manufacturing 

industry standards could reduce 

compatibility of DISRUPT and require 
additional interface tools; 

• Some further information could be 

sensible to privacy settings and 

unavailable to be shared. 

 

 

 Overall Recommendations 

 

Coherently with the objective of the task, which are to assess the added value of the individual building 

blocks of the platform, this section will summarise the impact of the latter and issue recommendations 

on how each DISRUPT module would benefit the specific industrial sector. 

This will be achieved in the final version of this deliverable, when the evaluations of the baseline and 

DISRUPT-enabled processes are available. 
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4 Conclusions 

Based on two different industrial settings provided by CRF and Arcelik. KPIs definition and calculation 

methods, the clarification of KPI and Data relations are identified in this deliverable. Moreover, the 

impact analysis of DISRUPT system based on the operations, financial view and environmental effects 

are examined. This deliverable consists of three sub sections namely as “KPI Definition & Calculation” 

, “KPI & Data Relations” and “Impact Analysis”. 

 

KPI Definition & Calculation : This section contains KPI definition and each partners clarified the 

calculation method for KPIs. The identified KPIs (indicatively related to time-to-production, cost, 

resource consumption) are used to monitor and validate the overall operational efficiency. 

 

KPI & Data Relations: In this section, each partner identified the correlation between KPI and Data 

set addressing the database structure. The layout of shop flor data structure is illustrated. Furthermore, 

KPIs and given dataset are matched in KPI and Data matching tables provided  by industrial partners. 

  

Impact Analysis: In this section, the impacts of DISRUPT system based on business operations, the 

expected results of the KPIs, the financial and environmental results are considered and evaluated.  

 

This deliverable is an interim version and the each industrial partner will provide until final version: 

 

• DISRUPT modules will be available for each industrial partner. 

• Each industrial partner will clarify the progress of AS-IS and TO-BE values. 

• Each industrial partner will identify which DISRUPT module will be related to which industrial 

issue for disseminating to to use across the industry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


